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Chapter 1 : What alternatives are there to FrontPage?
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Why did Microsoft abandon FrontPage? FrontPage In FrontPage and above click the Code button at the
bottom left-hand of your screen. In the Page Properties window, click the Custom tab in the user variables
section, click the Add button and name your meta tag. The most commonly used meta tags would be
"keywords" and "description" without the quotes. See our promote your website page for additional tips and
secrets in promoting your web page. How to create a table in FrontPage To create a table , click on the Table
option and click Insert new table. From here you can specify the values of your table. Delete a cell within a
table in FrontPage Select the cell first by going up to table and then clicking on Select Cell. Once the cell is
highlighted, press the delete key on your keyboard. Note that this method deletes the cell in FrontPage 97 and
in FrontPage 98 it only deletes the contents of the cells. To delete the cell in FrontPage 98 highlight the cell
and right-click on the cell and choose the option for delete. How to insert a named anchor in FrontPage To
insert a named anchor bookmark , click Insert from the top menu and select Bookmark. Users using FrontPage
may need to click the small down arrows to see this option. Once a bookmark has been created, create a new
hyperlink and point to the bookmark name with a type pound in front of the name, for example, example.
Checking for grammar errors in FrontPage Users who are familiar with Microsoft Word and its ability to
check for spelling and grammar errors may assume that Microsoft FrontPage does the same. Unfortunately, no
version of Microsoft FrontPage could detect grammar errors. If you believe your web page may have grammar
errors, you must copy and paste portions of them into a program that has a grammar checker. There are also
websites, like Grammarly , that can check for grammatical errors for a small monthly fee. How to cut and
paste text in FrontPage 97 Unfortunately, Microsoft has left this feature out, and the only way to bypass this is
to use the keyboard shortcut keys. See our Microsoft FrontPage keyboard shortcuts page for additional
keyboard shortcuts. Unable to use WebBot components or extensions Ensure that your web host provider
allows you to use FrontPage extensions. Today, most web host providers no longer support FrontPage
extensions because of security-related issues and because FrontPage has been discontinued. With new web
standards and technology being developed since it was first released in , Microsoft felt it was best to
discontinue Microsoft FrontPage. In , Microsoft announced that it would discontinue Microsoft FrontPage in
December and that it would be replaced with Microsoft Expression Web.
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Chapter 2 : Cleaning up your FrontPage Code
Designing Web Pages With Frontpage 97 [Ken Milburn, Jessica Burdman, Maria Mortati, Tim Forcade] on
blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A step-by-step tutorial on how to make FrontPage work for
designs focuses on techniques that help readers create professional-looking web pages.

Choose a website builder and make money online today What type of site do you want to build? Your home
page is arguably the most important page on your website. I think we can all agree that the first impression
matters a lot â€” right? You go into a shop or an office, and you are immediately greeted by a customer
service representative. So the question is: How does it do that? Effective home page layout is all about making
your website easy to use and navigate. People are becoming more and more demanding and impatient
nowadays. Simplistically, the layout of your home page is divided into two parts: Below-The-Fold â€” content
you only see when you scroll down. Statistically speaking, as you scroll down the page, the number of people
who will continue to pay attention to your content will drop dramatically. Your primary content must be clear,
concise and specific. You can take literally take the words right out of their mouths and use them as your
headline. In this example, their users can use their product to create pages to generate more customers! We all
know how to take direction because we do this every day in the real world. Does it make the business feel
personable and likable? Your logo needs to do a good job of subtly communicating what your company is
about. Create logical groups of related links, with the most important links organized from left to right. Keep
page titles short and descriptive. Place your navigation bar in a prominent location so it is easy to find. Put
yourself in the shoes of your visitors and ask yourself this: Otherwise, they would have left your site already.
Nothing makes your website visitor want to find out more about you. It can also be inspirational like how
great it will be to take a road trip with your family in a brand new car! The key here is to show your audience
how their life will change for the better with what you are providing them. Listing out features are only helpful
after you convince your visitors that you can benefit them tremendously. Focus on communicating how your
visitors can truly benefit from you. Trust indicators can be customer success stories, customer testimonials or
quotes, professional accreditation industry association affiliations, Better Business Bureau score , media
quotes, the number of social network shares, and display personalized blurbs about your team members to
create trust. People buy from people or businesses they like and trust. So by showing other people like you and
your brand, you can boost your credibility and trustworthiness. So when they see others just like them do
business with you, they are more likely to follow. Why do you think we constantly look up reviews on
different services or products? List out your most compelling features that your visitors will want to have.
While this is an important feature, it is not something most car buyers cares about. Instead, you get sold on
features like infinity moonroof and speakers surround sound audio system. Volkswagen Touareg moonroof
â€” Source: If you have a lot of features to list, instead of listing them all, pick the top 10 to insert into your
home page. For the other features, create a separate, dedicated features page where your visitors can view the
entire list of features there. Such content does have a place on your website, and if placed in the appropriate
location, can help complete the overall picture what your business is about. But if they are used incorrectly,
they can create clutter and confusion. You can follow these layouts to optimize your home page. You can click
through to take a look at the actual templates and you can sign up and start using one right away. You can
click through to see them, sign up and start using them right away. Click to enlarge image Template
Examples: Choosing a template to design your website can either be a lot of fun, completely overwhelming or
for most people â€” somewhere in between. We have a set of criteria we use when making template design
suggestions, to help you sift through all the design options. Collect feedback from people to see how you can
improve. Lastly, take a look at the template examples I shared above â€” instead of designing your own home
page, those template examples can give you a head start to crafting a great looking and effective layout!
Question â€” Did this guide benefit you? Leave a comment below. Do you know anyone who can benefit from
this guide? Send them this page or click on the share buttons on the left. About Connie Designing and creating
your website especially your first one is not a simple task. I want to share my website design expertise with
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you to help you build a professional looking website to grow your business. Subscribe About Connie
Designing and creating your website especially your first one is not a simple task.
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Chapter 3 : FrontPage Editor
Below is a list of the common questions someone may have when designing a website in Microsoft FrontPage. To
create a table, click on the Table option and click Insert new table. From here you can specify the values of your table.
To insert a named anchor (bookmark), click Insert from the top menu.

Design approach and wrapping up When designing a website layout there are some common mistakes that
often pop up. In this post, we run through the steps you need to take to reach the perfect website layout. These
steps cover not only design aspects but also general workflow tips that will get the job done nicely. Define
what success means Get to the root of the purpose of your design Before starting the work, you need to know
what it is you are designing for. Besides the description of the site, you need to know what the expectations
are for it. Take a news site for example. Is it to make make as many ad impressions as possible or is it to
provide the best reading experience? How are those goals going to be measured? Good redesigns are not
necessarily the most flashy ones, but the ones that improve performance over time. Talking to your clients
before starting your design is key to defining all of this. You need to learn what their concerns and goals
beyond the written SOW statement of work are. In most cases you will have to understand the system
currently in place, and if your project is meant to challenge it, find opportunities to evolve it, or follow it as it
is. The options are limitless. Avoid spending too much time on a concept before sharing it with the client.
Once the initial concept is approved you can relax a little bit and start production. Think about the content, the
layout and the functionality before starting to drop shadows. The framework is the UI that surrounds the
content and helps the user perform actions and navigate through it. It includes the navigation and components
like sidebars and bottom bars. If you approach your design from this perspective, you will have a clear
understanding of what your layout needs will be when designing sections beyond the homepage. Before
starting to design anything you need a proper grid. To find out how to do this, take a look at this guide to
creating a grid that adapts to all screen sizes. Choose your typography A rule of thumb is to use no more than
two different typefaces in a website layout Exploring different typefaces and colours is part of the discovery
phase of a project. Generally, I would recommend not using more than two different typefaces in a website,
although it really depends on its nature. Choose a font that is easy to read for big chunks of text, and be more
playful with titles and calls to action. Take a look at our roundup of perfect font pairings. Select your colour
theme Tools like Color Hunt are designed to help you pick a palette During the process of choosing a set of
typefaces, you should start exploring what colours you will use in the interface, backgrounds and text. I
recommend a limited set of colours and tones for the general UI. Think about the layout of sites like
Facebook, Twitter, Quora and Vimeo. If you get stuck, take a look at our list of the best colour tools for web
designers. Simplify the layout Simple layouts tend to be easier to navigate The simpler the structure of the site,
the easier it is for users to navigate. Each section needs to tell a story; it needs a reason and a final outcome for
the user. The layout should help the content to highlight what are the most important pieces in that story.
Refine every component Claudio Guglieri worked on the UI design at Microsoft Music Treat every component
as if it could be presented to a design contest. If you pay attention to every component, the whole will be more
than the sum of its parts. I have to admit that this piece of advice is not mine. I heard it at a previous agency
and I was shocked by how clear and true this statement was. Each component needs to be designed as if it
could stand alone as the best component ever. Sometimes designers leave certain parts of a site until last on
their to-do list, and end up not showing them much respect. Walk clients through your solutions Avoid doing
big reveals of your work. One of the goals of communicating often with the client is to avoid surprises when
revealing your work. By doing this you will find that they either agree with your conclusions, or at some point
during your walkthrough will point out a flaw or an additional variant you may have not considered. In either
case you will have a conversation and the client will feel more invested as they are part of the process. Think
in motion Motion is essential when designing interactive experiences Motion is essential when designing
interactive experiences. No design can be judged on its own or as a static comp any more; every component is
defined by its relationship with the system, and that relationship needs motion to be conveyed properly.
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Motion can illustrate dynamic effects on content or interactive states within your layout. For that second
purpose I recommend taking your designs a bit further into prototyping. Prototype, prototype, prototype
Prototyping is the best way to test interactions Prototyping is the best way to test interactions and technology.
This is yet another way you can get your client excited and on board with concepts and ideas that would
otherwise need a lot of explanation. Design approach and wrapping up 1.
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Chapter 4 : Essential Tips for Designing an Effective Homepage
Public Private login. e.g. test cricket, Perth (WA), "Parkes, Henry" Separate different tags with a comma. To include a
comma in your tag, surround the tag with double quotes.

Contact Menu Join 62, marketing managers who get our best digital marketing insights, strategies and tips
delivered straight to their inbox. Defining the purpose of the website will help you see what will attract users
to the site. For example, "real estate" is not an example of a purpose. Keeping in line with the real estate
example, the purpose of a realty website might be one of the following: To showcase new or featured
properties for sale To help visitors find the business or realtor contact information To assist visitors in finding
the right realtor for their needs Each of these purposes can lead the visitor to an action and can guide them to
take further steps in acquiring property as a direct result from visiting the website. In this example, the website
is a gateway to making a home sale. Another example we can use is an online portfolio site. What is the
purpose of a portfolio? If the main purpose is to display your works or impress a potential employer, the
homepage could showcase thumbnails of portfolio pieces in a manner that will entice the visitor into checking
out more pieces. Ultimately, all of these purposes will lead to more clients or jobs, but it is important to
identify your tangible goals so that you can understand how to strategize your front page layout.
Differentiating goals of the homepage vs. How can this be? Trying to "make the sale" for a website right on
the front page can deter a visitor. Learn the difference between a new vs. Two ways of doing this are: Get the
visitor interested in the content enough to revisit Provide resources that remind the visitor to return. An RSS
feed, for example. Designers can easily assume new or repeat visitors will find their way around a website if it
has an intuitive user interface. User-centered designs is the concept that a design revolves around the reason
why people visit the site. A design is user-centered if it can answer "yes" to the question, "If I come here to do
X, can I accomplish it quickly without much thought or effort? Subscriptions and memberships Having
subscription options on your homepage can encourage repeat visits. One of the most frequent subscription
points on a website is via the home page. When users come to your site from a landing page other than the
front page â€” the next action is usually to go to the homepage to see what other things might be of interest
and to understand what the site is about. Flickr is an excellent example of a website whose front page design is
effective in increasing their membership, and whose design is changes depending on whether you are logged
on as a member, or not. Thus, it draws attention to a "Create Your Account" button to entice you to sign up. It
is highlighted with plenty of whitespace around it. This promotes first-time users to sign up for an account.
Flickr leads you to ways you can participate in the community and helps you easily perform site functions
only available to people how have user accounts such as organizing your Flickr stream. Selling products or
services Some websites are geared primarily to selling you their product or service. Amazon is an excellent
example of how to treat new and repeat visitors effectively in order to get the most sales. A look at the
logged-out version of the Amazon homepage will show the most popular products, or products that culturally
popular. Amazon is able to customize their home page to cater to both new and repeat visitors. Highlight
Content Effectively When choosing what content is the most important, keep in mind the following steps.
Things you can consider highlighting are certain types of content "featured works or featured posts" , your
RSS feed, and your contact information. The importance of these components depends on the purpose you
wish to achieve. With this information in mind, you can better understand how to craft a design in a way that
draws attention to the most important elements. Create a Content-Only Layout Now, with no other design
elements in the way, take the list constructed in the first step, and organize the content in a manner that draws
the eye in the correct order. The F-shaped pattern is often used to determine the order of content organization
on a website. The top left is where the eye lands first, then to the right and down. The farther down the user
gets on a page, the less they become interested and the less they read. Make Attention Happen Beyond the
general layout, there are a number of other ways to bring attention to certain pieces of content. To enhance
attention to crucial layout components, investigate the following possibilities: Horizon Business Coaching A
recent client project brought me to consider the above options. Having multiple items to focus on can be
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confusing, and one must prioritize, lay out, and highlight features as needed. On top, the brand is given
importance by its location and excess whitespace. Headings are also highlighted by contrasting colors.
Remember to include the necessities As we designers know, there are important site components that users
expect to find in a website. Because most sites have them, spending time on their design and strategic
positioning in a layout can be effective in creating a functional and memorable homepage.
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Chapter 5 : Free Web Templates - Free web designs, templates and more!
Free Designing Web Pages With Cascading Style Sheets PDF 1 CREATING WEB PAGE WITH NOTEPAD USING
HTML AND CSS The following exercises illustrate the process of creating and publishing Web pages with Notepad,
which.

As you add text, images, tables, form fields, and other elements to your page, the FrontPage Editor displays
them as they would appear in a Web browser. In this view, you can enter text, edit HTML tags, and use
standard word-processing commands such as cutting, pasting, and find and replace. Although it is a powerful
tool, the FrontPage Editor is easy to use because of its familiar, word-processor interface. Here are some of the
key features of the FrontPage Editor: You can create new HTML pages based on page wizards and templates.
The FrontPage Editor offers many choices of page formats, and you can create your own templates. You can
apply one of the many FrontPage themes, created by professional designers, to give your pages a dynamic,
colourful appearance. You can also add and design borders for your pages and insert navigation bars, which
guide your users around your Web site. Some of the file types you can open are Microsoft Word 2. You can
insert text in all HTML styles, create multilevel lists, change text size and colour, and apply formatting such as
centring a heading or making text italic. Using cascading style sheet support, you can control margins, line
spacing, colours, fonts faces and sizes. Using a point-and-click interface, you can create hyperlinks to pages
and files in your FrontPage web or to pages and files on the World Wide Web. Point to a page and FrontPage
creates the correct hyperlink syntax for you automatically. Double-click an image and it opens for editing in
your favourite image-editing program. Create an image map by adding hotspots, areas in an image containing
hyperlinks. Using FrontPage image-editing commands, you can crop, rotate, and resize an image, make it
black and white, give it bevelled edges, and change its brightness and contrast. FrontPage includes the
Microsoft Clip Gallery, a large library of clip art, stock photos, and video clips. You can create forms
containing text fields, check boxes, radio buttons, drop-down lists, and push buttons. When you create a form,
the default FrontPage form handler automatically saves form information to a file or sends it to an e-mail
address. You can select from a set of FrontPage form handlers or add you own custom form handler to a form.
Using the FrontPage table-editing commands, you can create a table, insert rows and columns, align them, and
create background colours, using a point-and-click interface. You can add powerful functionality to your page
by inserting FrontPage components. They add interactive features such as navigation bars, threaded discussion
groups, full-text searches, and form handlers that would otherwise require complex programming. For
example, the Table of Contents component automatically creates an HTML outline of your FrontPage web
with hyperlinks to each page, and the Banner Ad Manager replays a sequence of images using effects similar
to a rotating billboard. You can create new frames pages, edit the appearance of your frames, and assign initial
pages to each frame, all using a point-and click interface. April 15,
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Chapter 6 : How to Create a Simple Web Page With HTML (with Examples)
Web Development & Design Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download
the free Kindle App. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device
required.

Too many to continue listing on the homepage Act Den - Fully comprehensive Frontpage tutorial - Lessons.
Graphic Designers from our Community Access FP - Our FrontPage Community Network is committed to
bringing you news of the latest links on FrontPage, themes, add-ons and general web information to help you
craft your site. Beginners - Microsoft Frontpage Beginners Tutorials for Electric Teacher - Here there are
many common tasks that you would use while working in FrontPage creating pages. To find out how to
perform these tasks click on the appropriate link below and it will guide you in a step by step fashion by
providing detailed directions and screen shots to follow. Frontpage Tutorial - Here you will find both a
beginners and advanced learners tutorial for Frontpage. Front Page Templates Themes - Listed here are basic
tutorials for adding a new template or theme to your website. For a complete FrontPage or Tutorial, we
suggest you start with the free FrontPage tutorial add-in downloads from Microsoft. Then, check out these
tutorial resources. FrontPage Howto - This site is all about using FrontPage and a database to create dynamic
content on the web. Frontpage - Microsoft FrontPage gives you in control of the tools and technologies you
need to create and manage your web site as you want. Click on the title and the course will open in a new
window. Spider Web - All Frontpage resources Website Abstraction FrontPage Tutorial - Want to create a
decent site without having to learn programming? This tutorial has received a lot of positive feedback since it
was up, and sure will teach you everything you need to create a fabulous site using FrontPage 97 Web Work
Site - The worksite for designers and developers After all, you only get one first impression, so your business
card should be something that showcases the best of your design abilities. On Wednesday we looked at the use
of interesting shapes, 3D business cards, [ Ideas and Inspiration, Part I As a graphic designer, your business
card should do more than let people know how to contact you. Whether through color, design, die cutting,
unique materials, 3D shapes, or actual samples of your work, a stand-out business [ Because your work is
ultimately for the client, at times you as the designer must be willing to compromise to reach a mutually
agreeable goal. Here are some tips to help you collaborate with clients. Ways to Collaborate Listen. On page
28 [
Chapter 7 : Common Microsoft FrontPage questions and answers
Up to FrontPage 98, the FrontPage Editor, which was used for designing pages, was a separate application from the
FrontPage Explorer which was used to manage web site folders. With FrontPage , both programs were merged into the
Editor.

Chapter 8 : 5 Awesome Home Page Design Layouts You Can Copy Today
The FrontPage Editor. The Microsoft FrontPage Editor is a tool for creating, designing, and editing World Wide Web
pages. As you add text, images, tables, form fields, and other elements to your page, the FrontPage Editor displays
them as they would appear in a Web browser.

Chapter 9 : Free HTML Website Templates - Freebiesbug
On this page we explore how to get started and the key steps in the design workflow, and on page 2 you'll find general
advice for approaching website layout design, and tips for wrapping up a project. Follow this advice and you'll soon be
on your way to creating professional website layouts.
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